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Abstract--- The increase in the web usage in last two decades, tremendously enhance the research field to tackle 

the challenges faced by online user and browsing patterns to help the user by analysing the user clickstream from 

log file. This review gives leverage convenient web elements suitable in the web usage mining and concentrate on 

mining the web usage on the latest years. The classification of different algorithm on the common characteristics of 

its function and its learning mechanism is the highlight of this survey paper. World wide web systems become core 

competency of online transactions, online corporate existence which is prevalent to day to day life in the building 

and easy to access knowledge or products. 

Keywords--- Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, Semi Supervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning, 

Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Web Mining, Web Usage Mining. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Understanding the increase in the complex, dynamic, and uncertain intertwining of Internet technologies. 

Business systems creates new challenges and opportunities that necessitate the transcending of disciplinary 

boundaries. The size of web pages increasing day by day. The marketing, e-business and research increases day to 

day with the increasing number of users. It’s a platform to connect with different people in different places with the 

‘tip of the finger’ in milliseconds. As a result, the increase in network range, data complexity arises; and access of 

required data from the online raw data becomes more complicated. World wide web pages size according to the 

indexed web [1] contains at least 5.11 billion pages (Friday, 11 january,2019) and the Dutch indexed web [1] 

contains at least 351.79 million pages (Friday,11 january,2019). Challenges faced to retrieve the useful data from 

raw data contribute for the rise of web mining research. How the word “Web mining” originated and how it 

transformed to different forms and how the research of this field contributed to new technologies are discussed in 

this chapter. The web mining is classified in three’ web content mining, web structure mining and web usage 

mining. Different users use patterns with wide range of similarity in their clickstream in World Wide Web. 

Identifying these patterns, forms the domain web usage mining which is a subdomain of web mining. There are 

different types of techniques used for pattern discovery and pattern analysis. A detailed review of techniques used 

for each phase of web usage mining. After passing through different phases of web usage mining, the similar 

patterns of user’s clickstream are generated. Depend on input data the developer work with; the result can use for 

business improvement, advertising, medical sector, research, web personalisation and recommended system. Main 

contribution of worldwide web is online business, any user can buy any product from any place with sitting in the 

home; which can be said as “what a small world”. To improve online business, the customer relationship 
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management in the organisation which deals with the customers and the product they buy which helps for future 

customers purchase. The pattern attained by different costumers buy the similar products can improve the website 

and the product recommendation. This results in the web usage mining importance in this era. 

1.1. Machine Learning 

The term Machine Learning is mentioned by Arthur Lee Samuel in his paper ‘some studies in machine learning 

using game of checkers’ in 1959 [11]. Machine Learning is the branch of computer science that has to do with 

building algorithms that are directed by facts or information. Machine learning [12][13] is an artificial intelligence 

(AI) technique to automatically learn and improve computer systems to provide better performance.Machine 

learning is defined as automatic programs for data organise, classify and evaluate. There are four types of machine 

learning methods. They are 

a. supervised machine learning 

b. unsupervised machine learning 

c. semi supervised machine learning 

d. reinforcement machine learning 

Supervised method [14] 

This kind of method can automatically generate output by analysing the techniques used in past. Here data is 

labelled. There is no human interference required in this method. The system will learn and analysis dataset to 

predict the output. The learning algorithm is used to check the predicted output is accurate. This method is fully 

programmed such a way where the desired output generates by automatic learn and improve technique. From the 

figure 1, shows how supervised learning method works, with an example. Here a picture is the input and algorithm 

analysed, learned and improved and shows the predicted output is a book. 

 

Figure 1: Supervised Learning analysis 

Unsupervised method [14, 15] 

This kind of method cannot automatically generate output. Its contrast to the supervised machine learning 

method. Here data is unlabelled. Its need human interference to analysis the dataset. The algorithm comes under this 

method need few human interferences to group the data and algorithm to proceed to get desired output.From the 

figure 2, shows how unsupervised learning method works, with an example. Here a picture is the input and teach the 

model by human interference to analyse algorithm and the model is trained. 

Algorithm 
analyse 
automatically

Predicted output
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Figure 2: Unsupervised model 

Semi supervised method [16] 

This kind of method used in dataset where minority data are labelled and majority data is unlabelled. So, this 

method takes half supervised and unsupervised methods. It is applied where majority data are unlabelled such as 

image processing, pattern recognition and bioinformatics. From the figure 3, shows how semi-supervised learning 

method works, with an example. Here the input contains the labelled and unlabelled data and algorithm analyse 

starts by classify by using small amount of the labelled data and then uses this labelled data to classify the unlabelled 

data.This method increases the accuracy of the system by learn or training it. And handle the large dataset having 

semi-supervised learning with more accurate output. Error rates reduced by the learned extractors [17]. 

 

Figure 3: Semi-supervised Learning method 

Reinforcement method[18] 

This method uses to identify the best function for productive action. It can attain by learn and error search and 

delayed rewards. The agent helps to reinforcement method is reward feedforward. The current output is determined 

by previous and next output. For example, to detect the unauthorized sites by analysing precious and next actions. Its 

helps in security and fraud analysis in web mining. And mainly used for chess game. Reinforcement method finds 

the output from sequence of actions. 

Teach the model 
by human 
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model is trained

unlabeled data

labeled data
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training 
classifiers using 
a small amount 
of labelled data, 
then uses this 
classifiers to 
label unlabeled 
data.
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Figure 4: Reinforcement Learning 

They are two types of reinforcement Learning [19], they are 

i. Positive Reinforcement Learning 

Increase in the forte and the regularity of the action, take place due to a specific action in an event which is 

known as Positive Reinforcement Learning. It can also be said as favourable and supportive actions for Learning. 

Qualities of this method are making a best use of performance and help to adapt for a lasting session of time. 

Drawback of this method is, an excess production of favourable analysis can weaken the results (if the method uses 

beyond need).  

ii. Negative Reinforcement Learning 

The solidification of an action due to negative state is over or sidestepped is known as Negative Reinforcement 

Learning. Qualities of this method are improvement in actions and deliver the bold disobedience to least 

performance standard. Drawback is link to least actions. 

Deep Learning 

The deep learning is introduced by Rina Dechter [3] to machine learning. It is also referred as Deep Hierarchical 

learning and Deep Structural learning. Deep learning [20,21,22] is a subset of machine learning which used for 

representation to illustrate the facts that can be learned by supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised form of the 

Human brain’s behaviour and function [23,24,25].The deep learning algorithm contains deep NN algorithm, deep 

BN algorithm [26,27] and recurrent NN algorithm [28,29,30]. The deep learning is a part of machine learning where 

refer to the deep artificial neural network (deep ANN). Deep artificial neural network can contain more than one 

hidden layer. There are input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Deep learning supervised learning examples are 

feature engineering and unsupervised learning example are deep BN algorithm. The inputs can be analysed using 

supervised or unsupervised Deep learning.  

1.1.1. Soft Computing And Hard Computing [31] 

Soft computing is the operational solutions to complex computational problems arising from the use of 

approximate calculations. Soft computing any technique derived from human mind. Its characteristics are 

Input is 
a book

but 
learned it 
as a 
magazine

To identify the best 
function for input. 
It can attain from 
learn and error, 
search and rewards 
from next and 
precious output to 
predict the current 
output.  
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impression, partial truth and uncertainty. It contains components such as fuzzy logic, machine learning, genetic 

algorithms, swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization, particle optimization, Bayesian networks, artificial neural 

networks and expert systems.Neural network is a computer system modelled on the human brain and nervous 

system. Within the field of machine learning, neural networks are a subset of algorithms built around a model of 

artificial neurons spread across three or more layers. In 1990’s soft computing term coined [32].Hard computing is 

conventional computing technique where exact input data, model and output have real solution. Hence it takes lot of 

time to execute. Hard computing has characteristics are precision and deterministic. It contains components such as 

binary logic and numeric analysis. Hard computing input data should be exact data but in soft computing input data 

can be noisy data. 

II. SURVEY ON LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN WEB USAGE MINING 
2.1. Recommendation system using web usage and domain knowledge [4] 

Three phases have been implemented for the proposed recommender system. In the first phase, ontology to 

represent the domain knowledge. Second phase, semantic network for domain terms and third phase, automatically 

create a semantic recommendation system using web usage and domain knowledge. The proposed work starts with 

construction of domain ontology, which mainly deal with extraction of useful data from the log file (pre-processing). 

And then defining the concepts or terms which have features of same concept sharing. Finally, the define the 

taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships which have three types of taxonomic relationship’ top-down 

development process, bottom-up development process and hybrid development process. And the author taken hybrid 

development process for taxonomic for proposed system. The non-taxonomic relations method such as 1-M and M-

N relationship. The author taken M-N relationship for relational database. Author generated this ontology domain in 

three levels’ general level, specific level and web page level. In general level gives a relationship between the 

ontology terms with web page and terms definition. In specific level, relationship between domain terms related to 

the domain concepts. In web page level, it holds the relation between the web page in the web site and web page to 

the domain terms. Queries were ‘isAbout’ and ‘hasPage’ object property used. The input has taken from public 

dataset. Performance of new recommender system has calculated by precision and satisfaction. Advantage of this 

method is better performance in terms of precision and satisfaction. This method can be improved by depending 

more on Minsup compared to PLWAP-Mine and more parameters can used. Future work can be done for improving 

term extraction method. And the author suggested key extraction algorithm for this future work. 

2.2. A graph illustration for the associations between HTTP requests [5] 

The author proposed request dependency graph for better modelling of the similarity between HTTP requests to 

extract the user similar clickstream by features of web usage. Pre-processing is processed to extract useful HTTP 

request. Author proposed two-step algorithm for the analyse the strength of the node by the accessed time, define 

each node whether its predecessor node or successor node and calculate edge weight. First step was launching the 

request dependency graph from obtained HTTP and second step was statistical inference approach to recognize the 

key requests. The input was real network data where features of this dataset consists of 339.2 GB, 49,103 of unique 

devices, 26,059 of hosts, 2,025,994 of HTTP requests. Primary object and secondary objects’ two types of web 
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object where primary object is accessed mostly, secondary object is accessed for few times from the web page. 

Primary are accessed URL by opening a hyperlink in a web page and it’s a main feature to know which device 

accessed. Secondary requests are remaining requests other than primary requests. The advantage of this proposed 

method was improved F1 score where it attains by precision and recall’ defines accuracy of experiment results. To 

improve the proposed method by using more parameters used for distribution of objects in a web page. Future work 

suggested by author was different applications this work can be used, different distribution of objects in a web page 

and extraction & visualization of large and complex dataset. 

2.3. An improved method for web navigational usability by differentiating actual and predicted usage [6] 

The proposed method is used for web navigational usability by comparing actual and predicted output. Author 

divided into three phases’ pre-processing data, applying web usage algorithm and the anticipated usage by 

intellectual specialists based on their understandinguser behavior. The pre-processing tasks are sub divided into data 

cleansing, user identification, user session identification and path completion. The proposed algorithm called Ideal 

User Interactive Path Model (IUIP model) is an unsupervised learning algorithm which include the ideas of ACT-R 

(Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational)model and gives importance to both path and benchmark interactive time. 

The input to the proposed work is a small service-oriented website which consist 3000 entities. And output obtained 

58 unique users and 81 sessions. The proposed work compared with traditional method by task success rate, average 

effort and average time. Advantage of this method gives better results than traditional methods in terms of handling 

large and complex dataset. This method can be improved by using more importance to user satisfaction and its 

performance facets of usability. Future work can be done by additional tools used for proposed IUIP modeling 

architecture with more improved and optimizedmultifaceted tasks. 

2.4. A dependency graph method to label the similarity between web requests access [7] 

The proposed method contains architecture and experimentally generate a heuristic parallel algorithmto 

differentiate user clickstream with the supportof cloud computing technology which is hybrid learning method.User 

clicks identificationdefines the procedure that recognise set of requests generated by users’ online actions from a 

huge quantity of HTTP requests took. The author executed three steps in the proposed work. In step 1, data pre-

processing and setting request sequence defines to remove logs that areunusable or half-finished actions. In step 2, 

generating dependencygraph defines represent the similarity between the user clickstream from logs with 

dependencygraph model. In Step 3,identifying user clicks defines vertex and weight given to the dependency model 

to recognize the similar user clickstream. Author applied parallel algorithm to improve these steps. Parallel 

algorithm contains MapReduce paradigm which operates with map stage and reduce stage. The input data is real 

massive data from traffic monitoring system (TMS) with a size of 228.7GB which have three million users. The 

characteristics of the dataset are 89,956userswith file size 288.7GB, 3,491,280 no of users, 453,181,959 no of 

request, 89,956 identified main request.The advantage of this method shows increase in precision, coverage, F1 

function and speed evaluation than previous methods. This method can be improved by giving more importance to 

user behaviour and web page characteristics. According to author, future work can be constructing an unsupervised 

learning model for repository covering all accessed URL. 
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2.5. An improved web usage service graph of recommending user’s interest in web service [8] 

Author proposed new method of web service recommendation which includes user’s most likely favourite 

quality of service and variety of user on Web services. User’s likes and quality of service priority on web usage are 

mostly done first by analysing the Webusage history. Then author gives weights to the web usersusage of online 

data by calculating their importance with past and most preferred user likes, and their useful quality of service. And 

developed aweb usage service graph based on the well-organized relationship between usage of web services. And 

finally generate a ranking algorithm for ranking web usage service. The input used is real-world Web service dataset 

named WS-DREAM project. The advantage of this proposed algorithm is increase in web usage service 

recommendation system performance similarity measures such as diversity, functional relevanceand QoS utility 

combination, and valuation of the diversified ranking.This method can be improved by diversified ranking measure 

using k-hop nearest neighbours. Future work can be done by clusteringmethods to improve the similarity 

computation and analysing real time dataset.  

III. APPLICATION OF WEB USAGE MINING 
Applications of web usage mining are mainly used in advertisement, investigation, scam detection and research. 

The importance of web usage mining is to improve the design of website & online search engines by analysing 

user’s behaviour patterns., customer relationship management play an important role. An improved understanding of 

the customer’s emotions, requirements, and interests for particular time period can help to increase the business 

profit by correlating cross selling or selling items which the purchaser wants to buy. Customer relationship 

management allows understanding who all are the customers where they belong to do, what they are interested in, 

and how their interest changes with respect to time, season and emotion. This proposed method includes an 

improvement in terms of similarity measures’ precision, coverage and scalability. There are plenty of application in 

real life with regard with world wide web. Web usage mining is extracting useful information from raw data by 

analysing user click stream, navigation and user behaviour on online resources. Some other applications are e-

commerce[12], personalisation website, system improvement, security[10], site design support, e-learning, online 

business improvement, social intelligence, speech recognition, online fraud detection, online health care such as 

fraud detection, dosage error detection, connected machines, clinical trial participation, preliminary diagnosis and 

cybersecurity.  

IV. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES USED FOR WEB USAGE MINING 
The programming languages used for pattern analysis in-demand are  

• Python, 

• Java, 

• C, 

• C++ 

• Ruby and 

• JavaScript 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The web contains a huge amount of data and make accessible in any part of the world. Web mining is a 

challenging task due to its huge size and semi structure of the web data. Web mining is multidiscipline field such as 

data mining, machine learning, artificial intelligence, deep learning and natural language. Main challenges of web 

mining are to make easily access the information from web (from huge amount of information), redundant 

(repeating the same information in many pages), dynamic (information in web changes) and noisy (mixture of 

different variety of unwanted data). The web mining term created by Etzioni [9]in his paper (1996), web mining is 

the application of data mining techniques to automatically unearth and separate information from World Wide Web. 

Majority of work done in supervised learning than unsupervised learning. By analysing recent research, we have 

found out most work on unsupervised 90%. And very few researches only on supervised learning approximately 

5%. Research on Semi-supervised and reinforcement learning remaining 5%. And most of the research work on web 

usage mining analysed by precision, recall and F1 function. Other similarity measures used in web usage mining are 

cohesion-separation: inter and intra cluster similarity,silhouette coefficient,similarity matrix approach, robust 

cardinality, dumn and dumn like indics, entropy, purity and rate of contractility and veracity. 
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